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Ukraine war spotlights nuclear plants

• Military action around Ukraine’s  Chernobyl site and Zaporizhzhia 
nuclear plant threatened to damage the plant and release dangerous 
amounts of radioactivity over a large area. 

• Are there international rules that apply to attacks on civilian nuclear 
power plants? 

• Geneva Conventions?

• Turns out a 1977 Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva 
Conventions dealt specifically with attack on nuclear plants. 



Geneva Conventions background, US role

• 1864  The Swiss hosted the first treaty conference “For the 
Amelioration of the Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the Field”

• The US was one of the early participant countries and supporters.

• At one point, the US was the only supporter of a proposal to expand 
the treaty. 

• I mention this because today, at least as concerns AP I, we seem to be in the 
opposite role--hanging back instead of leading the support for more definite 
rules

• The American Red Cross (founded 1881 on the example of the Swiss-
based International Committee of the Red Cross) was influential in 
gaining US ratification of the Geneva Conventions.



1918 “I am the Red Cross of Peace, serve humanity”



1949 Geneva Convention

• “Geneva Convention,” now usually means the four major 1949 agreements.

• The fundamental idea is to distinguish between combatants and non-
combatants, both people and facilities, with the aim of sparing the non-
combatants —civilians, wounded, prisoners.

• In 1977 two important Additional Protocols were added, AP I and AP II that 
tightened the rules for (1) international conflicts and (2) internal conflicts: 

• AP I includes rules governing attacks on facilities whose destruction in war 
could cause widespread civilian harm

• One of the two examples it specifically addresses concerns the dangers of 
radioactive contamination in the case of attacks on nuclear plants. 



1977 Additional Protocol I

• Since our interest in AP I comes up in the context of the Ukraine war: 
• Ukraine is a party to AP I, 

• Russia once was a party, but Putin pulled out in 2019

• The US signed AP I in 1977 but has not ratified it.

• Note: If a treaty signature is subject to ratification, it does not itself 
establish consent to be bound. It does create an obligation to refrain, in 
good faith, from acts that would defeat the purpose of the treaty.

• Altogether an overwhelming majority of countries have ratified, including 
almost all our allies—I’ll show a map later after discussing the substance



1977 Additional Protocol I, Article 48. Basic Rule

• “In order to ensure respect for and protection of the civilian 

population and civilian objects, the Parties to the conflict shall at all 

times distinguish between the civilian population and combatants 

and between civilian objects [facilities] and military objectives and 

accordingly shall direct their operations only against military 

objectives.”



AP I, Article 50 -- Definition of civilians and 
civilian population

1. . . .in case of doubt whether a person is a civilian, that person shall be 
considered to be a civilian.

2. The civilian population comprises all persons who are civilians.

3. The presence within the civilian population of individuals who do not come 
within the definition of civilians does not deprive the population of its civilian 
character.

In other words, AP I says you can’t attack a crowd of civilians because within 
it there are some combatants. 



US DOD disagrees 

• Re AP I Article 50:

“Under customary international 
law, no legal presumption of 
civilian status exists for persons or 
objects, nor is there any rule 
inhibiting commanders or other 
military personnel from acting 
based on the information 
available to him or her in doubtful 
cases.”



AP I Article 52 -- General protection of 
civilian objects [facilities]

1. Civilian objects shall not be the object of attack or of reprisals. Civilian objects are 
all objects which are not military objectives as defined in paragraph 2.

2. Attacks shall be limited strictly to military objectives. These are limited to those 
objects which make an effective contribution to military action and whose 
destruction, capture or neutralization, offers a definite military advantage.

3. In case of doubt whether an object which is normally dedicated to civilian 
purposes, such as a place of worship, a house or other dwelling or a school, is being 
used to make an effective contribution to military action, it shall be presumed not 
to be so used.



AP I, Article 57-- Precautions in attack

1. In military operations, constant care shall be taken to spare civilians and civilian objects.

2. Planners of attacks shall do everything feasible to verify that objectives are neither 
civilians nor civilian objects and are not subject to special protection; 

3. When a choice is possible between military objectives to gain similar military 
advantage, the selected objective shall be one which may be expected to cause the least 
danger to civilians and to civilian objects.

4. In the conduct of sea and air military operations, each Party to the conflict shall take all 
reasonable precautions to avoid losses of civilian lives and damage to civilian objects.

DOD Manual re Article 57 Par. 3: “The US has expressed the view that this language is 
not a part of customary international law.”



US Argument

• The US seems to be saying that the AP I rules are not compatible with 
the realities of war.

• But constraining “the realities of war” is the point of the rules, to limit 
the unnecessary harm done in war.

• Still, it is fair to ask: Is AP I’s fairly sharp distinction between military 
and civilian persons and installations a workable one today?

• WWII and subsequent conflicts up to Ukraine brought war to civilian



AP I, Article 56 -- Protection of works and installations containing “dangerous 
forces”—specifically nuclear electrical generating stations

•

1. Nuclear electrical generating stations shall not be attacked, even where they are military 
objectives, if that may cause severe civilian losses. Other nearby military objectives shall not be 
attacked if that may cause severe civilian losses [from radiation].

2. This special protection against attack shall cease only if the station provides electric power in 
direct support of military operations and if such attack is the only way to terminate such support;
same for for nearby military objectives 

• 3. In all cases, civilians shall remain entitled to all the protection accorded them by international 
law. It is prohibited to make the stations or nearby military objectives the object of reprisals.

5. The Parties to the conflict shall endeavor to avoid locating any military objectives in the 
vicinity of the stations mentioned in paragraph 1, excepting for the sole purpose of defending the 
station. [Parties are told not to do it, but it’s not a war crime, as violating prohibitions would be.]

6. The Parties to the conflict are urged to conclude further agreements among themselves to 
provide additional protection for objects containing dangerous forces. [India/Pakistan did so]



Russia withdrew 2019



Graphic on AP I parties

• Red indicates holdouts. Putin pulled Russia out in 2019 on grounds 
the treaty’s implementation was unfair to Russia 

• Orange indicates signed but not ratified. US signed in 1977 but as a 
non-party is now in company with Turkey, Israel, Iran, India, Pakistan, 
and Russia

• All but one of America’s NATO allies have ratified AP I, as have Asian 
allies Japan, South Korea, Australia—and even “non-allies” China and 
the DPRK. 

• 174 states adhere to AP I (194 to Geneva Conventions; NPT has 190 
members) 



State Dept. Apr. 2022 Arms Control Compliance Report

• Part II of the State Dept. Report, 
entitled: “Other states’ 
compliance with arms control 
agreements pertaining to nuclear 
issues.” 

• Does not mention Russia’s role at 
Zaporizhzhia, perhaps because 
Russia not member, nor AP I itself

• US non-member status undercuts 
our ability to press for compliance



Thoughts for discussion

1. Should US reconsider 
ratification of AP I? Is 
it politically doable?

2. IAEA D-G Rafael 
Grossi proposed 
creating neutral zones 
around nuclear plants 
(no attacks and 
original owners would 
retain control). Is this 
a workable 
proposition? 


